OFFICE MEMORANDUM

No. 8-4/2012-Electrical Dated: 30.08.2012

Sub: Provisional Seniority List in the grade of Sub Divisional Engineer (E), BSNL- inviting omissions/ discrepancies reg.

The provisional seniority list (Annexure-A) in the grade of SDE (E) of BSNL is appended herewith for circulation/information to all concerned.

2.0 Provisional Seniority Lists has been prepared based on the followings:

(a) The seniority list is prepared based on the officers working and absorbed in BSNL as on 20.08.2012.

(b) The names of SDEs (E) promoted to EE (E) regular, retired, expired and taken voluntary retirement are removed from the list.

(c) From Sr.No 1 to 283, position in proposed seniority list is assigned to SDEs(E) appearing in existing seniority list dated 19.05.2004 and there is no change in their relative seniority position.

(d) From Sr. No 284 onward, the relative seniority of SDEs (E) promoted by Limited Departmental Competitive Examination (LDCE) and seniority cum fitness have been determined according to the rotation of vacancies as per quota of vacancies reserved in the Recruitment Rules. In case required direct recruits does not become available in any particular year, rotation of quotas for the purpose of determining seniority have taken place only to the extent of the available direct recruits (or promotees as the case may be) as per the existing DOP&T guidelines issued vide OM No 22011/7/86-Estt(D) dated 3rd July 1986, OM No 20011/1/2006-Estt(D) Dated 3rd March 2008 and OM No 20011/1/2006-Estt(D) dtd. 3rd April 2012.

(e). The name of SDEs (E) in the proposed seniority list appearing from Sr.No 330 to 341 and from 344 to 347 are provisional on the basis of their provisional appointment as per the outcome of the OA No 314/2009 of Hon’ble CAT Hyderabad in S.Jeevan & Ors and subject to outcome of WP No 6578 / 2011 pending before Hon’ble High Court Hyderabad.

(f). The seniority list prepared is Subject to the discrepancies noticed in respect of name, HRMS No., category, date of birth etc. and outcomes of various court cases pending in respect of seniority.
3.0 Representations regarding omissions/ discrepancies, if any, from the concerned Executives may be forwarded to this office after verification of facts, latest by 30.09.2012 for releasing final seniority list. The representations received after 30.09.2012 shall not be considered / entertained.

4.0 The Executives shall submit their objection, if any, through their PCEs/ Sr.CEs/CEs(E) within the stipulated time period.

These issues with the approval of Competent Authority.

Encl.: Annexure-A.

(S.K. Singhal)
Asstt. General Manager (A&E)

Copy to:
(i). PPS to Director (Enterprise) BSNL CO., New Delhi
(ii). PS to PGM (E), BSNL C.O., New Delhi
(iii). All Head of BSNL Telecom Circles
(iv). All PCEs/ Sr.CEs/CEs(E)
(v) Intranet Portal.